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Federal Trade Commission
Office of the Secretary
600 Pennsylvania Avenue N W
Suite CC- 56 10
Washington, DC 20580
Department of Justice
Antitrust Division
450 Fifth Street NW, Suite 4100
Washington, DC 20530

Re: Federal Trade Commission and Department of Justice's Draft Vertical Merger
Guidelines
Dear Sir o r Madam:
The National Community Pharmacists Assoc iation ("NCPA'.) appreciates the opportunity to
submit this comment on the Draft Vertical Merger G uidelines ("Draft Guidelines") released by
the Department of Justice and Federal Trade Commission on January 10, 2020.
NCPA represents America's community pharmacists, including over 2 1,000 independent
community pharmacies. Together they represent a $76 billion health care marketplace, em ploy
250,000 individuals on a full or part-time basis and provide pharmacy services to millions of
patients every day. As a result, NCPA and its members are directly impacted by the wave of
consolidation that is transforming the U.S. healthcare system, which is now largely controlled by
a dwindling number of vertically integrated for-profit companies. NCPA believes that this
consolidation demands vigorous antitrust enforcement, including for anticompetiti ve vertical
transactions that have largely evaded scrutiny in recent years. NCPA submits this comment to
explain how and why the agencies' approach to vertical merger enforcement sho uld be
strengthened beyond what has been outlined in the draft guidelines.

Largely unchecked by antitrust enforcers, vertical consolidation in healthcare has yielded
significant anticompetitive effects without promised improvements in cost or quality
Over the past several decades, the U.S. healthcare system has undergone a transformationa l
reorganization, with a small number of vertically integrated for-profi t businesses now exerting
extraordinary influence on the care that our most vulnerable populations receive ( or fail to
receive). In the pharmacy sector, for example, the three largest pharmacy benefit managers
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(PBMs) now control 76% of the market for prescription claims. 1 And each o f these PB M s has
merged with other, equally powe rful companies in the healthcare value chain. ln the past two
years alone, CVS Health (which was already both the single largest pharmacy chain in the
country and the second largest PBM) acquired Aetna Inc., the third-largest health insurance
company in the country, and Express Scripts (the largest PBM) was acquired by C igna, another
of the so-called "big-five" health insurers. And the third major PBM (OptumRx) is already
affiliated with the sing le largest health insurer in the country (UnitedHealthcare). This surge in
vertical consolidation has essentially created an oligopoly of integrated healthcare companies
controlling nearly all aspects of the healthcare and pharmacy supply chain. As one healthcare
antitrust scholar observed, " the nation is only a few mergers away from having a very small
contingent of vertically integrated middlemen responsible for insurance, benefit structure, and
provider contracting across the entirety of public and private health care in the United States: ·2
Amid this rapid and accelerating consolidation, the federal antitrust agencies have focused their
e nforcement efforts almost exclusivel y on horizontal theories of harm - anticompetitive effects
flowing from the loss of direct, head-to-head competition be tween the merging parties. For
example, the Department of Justice successfull y challenged the proposed mergers between four
of the "big fi ve" health insurers. 3 And the FTC has broug ht a series of enforcement actions
challenging proposed mergers and acquisitions involving hospitals, physician groups,
pharmaceutical companies, medical device manufacture rs. and other healthcare organizations.
At the same time, both agencies have consistently declined to exercise their antitrust enforcement
authority over equally anticompetitive transactions involving primarily ver1ical combinations of
la rge and dominant healthcare organizations. Indeed, even in mergers with significant vertical
components. the agencies have limited their enforcement actions to the narrow horizontal aspects
of those transactions. In CVS Health/Aetna Inc ., for example, the Departme nt of Justice
c ha llenged only the combination of the companies' Medicare Part D prescription drug pla ns,
failing to take any action to remedy anticompetitive effects stemming from the combination of a
dominant pharmacy chain and PBM with one of the country's largest health insurers. 4 And the
FTC cleared Cigna 's acquisition of Express Scripts without requiring any relief. As NC PA has
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Adam J. Fein. "CVS, Ex press Scripts. and the Evolution of the PBM Business Model." Drug Channels (May 29.
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See United States v. Anthem. Inc .. 236 F. Supp.3d 17 1. 178-79 (D.D.C. 201 7), aff'd 855 F.3d 345, 349 (D.C. Cir.
20 17) (enjoining the merger of Anthem and Cigna following a challenge by the Department of Justice): United
States v. Aetna Inc.. 240 F. Supp. 3d I, 99 (D.C. Cir. 207) (enjoining the merger of Aetna and Humana following a
challenge by the Department of Justice).
4
Complaint, United States v. CVS Health Corp, and Aetna Inc., Doc . No. I, I8-cv-02340. at 1-2 (D.D.C., Oct. I 0.
2018) (alleging that the proposed merger of CVS and Aetna would substantially lessen competition between CVS
and Aetna for Medicare Part D Prescription Drug Plans in 16 geographic regions). The FTCs healthcare merger
enforce ment efforts have also been laser-focused on horizontal mergers, to exclusion of potential vertical
anticompetitive effects. See. e.g., St. Alphonsus Med. Ctr. V St. Luke's Health Sys. Ltd. , 778 F.Jd 775. 782 (9th Cir.
20 I 5) ( challenging a health system ·s acquisition of a leading independent medical group solely on horizontal
grounds, despite private plaintiffs alleging vertical theories of anticompetiti ve harm ).
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emphasized in other submissions, these and other major transactions are likely to cause serious
anticompetitive effects, particularly for the most vulnerable patients living in underserved areas. :i
Like the DOJ, the FTC's healthcare merger enforcement efforts have also been laser-focused on
horizontal mergers, to the exclusion of potential vertical anticompeti tive effects.6
A growing body of research evidence, including from current and former agency officials. shows
that vertical consoli dati on in healthcare has led to increased prices without offsetting
improvements in quality. 7, 8, 9, 10 As one recent literature review (focusing on evidence from
hospital-physician vertica l integration) explained, empi rical evidence undermines the theoretical
underpinnings for a laissez-faire approach to vertical merger enforcement:
Rapid conso lidation in health care markets has sparked renewed interest in
understanding the effects of verti cal integration.. .. [W]hile neoclassical
economic theory suggests that vertical integration in most circumstances cannot
increase prices, alternative theories suggest integration may serve as a vehi cle for
firm s to achieve competitive advantages and foreclose rival competition . ...
[T]he literature we reviewed finds that vertical integration generates higher
prices, higher spending, and ambiguous changes in quality. 8
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See, e.g . NCPA CVS /Aetna Comment at 3: National Comm uni ty Pharmacists Association Statement for the
Record, United States House Subcommirtee on An titrust. Commercial, and Administrati ve Law Heari ng:
.. Diagnosing the Problem : Exploring the Effects of Conso lidation and Anticompetitive Conduct in Health Care
Markets,•· at I (March 7.20 19) [hereinafter ·'NCPA House Statement''], avai lable at: l1ttp: 11 1, 11 .111.: pa .cu pJI 1h:p.,
~tatc111ent-hcalthcare-consolidation.pdf: Letter from Ron na Hauser to the Federal Trade Commission Regarding
Comments to the Federal Trade Commission's (FTC) 2 1st Century Hearings, Doc. ID: FTC-20 I8-0076 at 2-3 (Nov.
15, 20 18) [hereinafter "NCPA 2 1st Century Competition Lener''), ava ilable at:
htt p:.: \\ll\\ . ll u .!01 51 :,1<.:111 tile~ d~.:_um~ublic , ·,)flllllCII I) 2l>l _U L Lic-2ll!Ji-tJ1 C,t,,-cl-1J~l 8- lo~-llJ 2.pJ I.
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In challenging the proposed acq uisition of an independent medical group in Nampa. Idaho by the leading health
system in the area, the FTC foc used exclusively on a narrow horizontal overlap in adu lt primary care services
without addressing potential vertical anticompetiti ve effects alleged by rival hospitals. See, e.g. St. Alphonsus Med.
Ctr. 778 F.3d at 782.
7, 8. 9, I0See, e.g., Thomas G. Koch, Brett W. Wendling. Nathan E. Wilson. Fed. Trade Comm·n Bureau of
Economics Working Paper No. 337, 'The Effects of Phys ician and Hospital Integration on Medicare Bene fic iaries
Health Outcomes'' at 5 (J uly 20 I8) (finding that "(o]verall. .. vertical integration rarely leads to better outcomes.
and sometimes leads to worse outcomes ... [these] results indicate that vertical integration is not associated with
improvements in health, despite the fact that the literature has fo und it to be associated with increased
expenditures'"); Han nah T. Neprash and J. Michael Mc Williams. "Provider Consolidation and Potential Efficiency
Gains: A Rev iew of Theory and Evidence," 82 An titrust Law Journal No. 2 55 1, 553(20 19) (reviewing literature
and finding that "(i] n tota l. the literature suggests that consolidation among healthcare providers. whether horizontal
or vertical, does not, on average, result in welfare enhancing efficiencies.''): id. at 577 (noting that researchers have
yet to find conclusive evidence supporti ng claims that physician-hospital integration will consistently reduce
redundant and wasteful care or improve quali ty through care coordination.''); Laurence C. Baker. M. Kate Bundorf.
and Daniel P. Kessler, ·' Vertical Integrat ion: 1lospital Ownership of Physician Practices is Associated with Higher
Prices and Spending;· 33 Health Affairs No . 5, 756, 762 (20 14) (findi ng that "hospital ownership of physician
practices leads to higher prices and higher levels of hospital spending," and that "a one standard dev iation increase
in the market share of hospitals that own physician practices was associated with significant increases in prices and
spending of 2-3%.").
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Brady Post et al, Vertical Integration of Hospitals and Phys icians: Economic Theory and Empirica l Evidence on
Spending and Quali ty. 75 Medical Care Research & Rev. 399. 4 18(20 18).
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While the empirical evidence is most well developed for vertical integratio n among healthcare
providers (where data is more readily availa ble), the reality is tha t nearly all aspects of the U.S.
healthcare system exhibit hi gh and increasing levels of concentration. A dwindling number of
vertically integrated companies now dominate virtually every level of the healthcare and
pharmaceutical supply chain. Accord ing to p ubli c so urces: the three largest PBMs coll ectively
control 76% of the market;9 the two largest pharmacy c hains command a 50-75% share across
the country's 14 largest markets; 10 and the four largest commercial health insurers account for
more than 80% of the country' s commercial health insurance business, with the maj ority of local
ma rkets dominated by no mo re than two insurers controlling over 70% of the market. 11
F urthermo re, the three largest specialty pha rmacies are all owned by vertically integrated PB M
insurance companies and control 59% of the country ·s specialty pha rmacy prescriptions. 12
As o ne promine nt healthcare a ntitrust scho lar explains, thi s makes these markets especia lly
vulnerable to anticompetitive transacti ons and conduct: "T he health care sector ... exhibits
textbook conditions ofa market susceptible to consumer harm. Provider. payer, pharmaceutical.
insurance, and intermediary management markets exhibit key pre-conditions for harm from
vertical mergers : Most are highly concentrated, exhibit durable barriers to e ntry, and have
historicall y performed poorl y." 13

Healthcare consolidation requires reinvigorated and reim aginecl antitrust enforcem ent
policy rath er than a continuation of the status quo
G iven the evidence of anticompe titi ve harm from verti cal conso lidatio n, NCPA believes that the
federal antitrust enforcement agencies sho uld be considering fresh approaches to tackling
concentration in the healthcare sector. Unfortunately. the draft guide lines largely restate
conventional analyti cal a pproaches that have la rgely failed to protec t com petition and healthcare
consumers. The stated goals fo r these guidelines - to "descri be how the federal agencies revie w
ve11ical mergers,'· based on the agencies' practice "over the past several decades'· - misses the
point. 14 The agencies" lai ssez-faire a pproach to vertical mergers has allowed transformational
consolidatio n in the healthcare system, despite mo unting evidence of the resulting
anticompe titive harm . In N CPA 's view, this de ma nds a fundamental reshaping of the agencies·
vertical merger enforcement paradi gm.
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See footnote I.
Thomas L. Greaney. The New Heallh Care Merger Wave: Does the ·vert ical Good· Max im Apply 9 • 46 J. Law.
Medicine & Ethics 9 18. 92 1 (20 18).
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Id. ; s ee also L. Dafny, "Health Insurance lndusny Consolidation: What Do We Know From the Past. Is It
Re levant in Light of the ACA, and What Should We Ask?'' Testimony Before the Subcomm. on Antitrust,
Competition Policy, and Consumer Rights of the S. Comm . on the Judiciary, 11 4 Cong. 5(20 15) available at:
l1ttp://www.j udi<.: iary.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/09-22- I5%20Dafny%20Testimony%20Updated.pdf.
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Adam J. Fein, "The Top 15 Specialty Phannacies of 20 18: PB Ms Keep Winning,'' Drug Channels (April 9. 20 19)
ava ilable at ~~~" .,!ru~-:han11d ~. 11c·1 ~u I'.! !2:1 1!_1,:-~QD- l :'_-?p..:~ja~Q_harma..:ic,-L~L~:: 1,/_ I ~JJ.!LJ.11.
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Greaney, s upra note 2 at 2 (emphasis added); see also Greaney, supra note IO at 92 1.
14
Press Release, FTC and DOJ Announce Draft Vertical Merger Guidelines for Public Comment (Jan. 10, 20 I0).
11 ttp, : " 11 I\ . Ii ( .gu I JI c· 11 , -c' 1 ,;1) I, 1iro,-1·c·ki:1-.,l', ::o:u 11 1 Ii c-doj- ,llllll) UJlc c·· ,Ir,) t't - 1 s:n ica l-111c'l'g_,·r-gu i,lc: IIr 1,·, J' ll 1 I1,
Lu1 11111_nn ; see also Draft Guidelines§ I (ex plaining that the Draft Guide lines outline current vertical merger
enforcement policy).
1
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Fortunate ly, there is precedent at both agencies for critical reassessment of analytical a pproac hes
leading to reinvigorated antitrust enforcement. For exampl e, the FTC' s re trospecti ve analysis o f
several consummated hospital mergers, which revealed evidence of significant anticompetitive
harm, led the agency to revamp its approach to horizontal mergers among hospitals and
healthcare providers, with great success. 15 And the DOJ's recent successful challenges to two
proposed health insurance mergers demonstrated tha t agency's evo lving approach to healthcare
competition by, for example, recognizing that competitive harm can result fro m the
amalgamati on of buy er power just as it does for combinatio ns o f competing sellers. 16 T he
unchecked wave of vertical consolidation in healthcare demands a similar po li cy overhaul.
including retrospective review of these recent healthcare mega-me rgers.

Vertical merger enforcement policy in the healthcare sector must account for
anticompetitive harm to healthcare access, qualit)', and service
Like the 2 010 Horizontal Me rger Guidelines, these draft g uide!ines recognize that
a nticompetitive harm can take multiple forms - by, for example, leading to higher prices or
diminished quality or service. 17 In the healthca re field, these " non-price" factors - which may not
be as easy to quantify or fit within conventiona l economic models - are of paramount
importance. Indeed, pharmacists and othe r healthcare providers are e ntrusted to provide a nd
coordinate life-saving treatment to patients. Beca use the public health benefits o f e nsuring access
to high-quality care may be di ffi cult to quanti fy, at least in a way that fit neatly into conventional
economic models often employed in me rger analysis, healthcare a ntitrust enfo rceme nt must
d eliberately account for ways that a transaction may harm competition in ways other than hi ghe r
prices (although the evidence summarized above indi cates vertical consolida tio n in healthcare
has also led to increased prices and costs for consumers).
Nota bly, in the context of horizontal mergers amo ng healthcare insure rs, the De pa rtme nt of
Justice has recognized tha t the case law condemns mergers that substanti all y lessen competition.
including by enhancing " mo nopsony" or buyer po wer over healthcare providers. even whe re the
governme nt canno t show precisely how the reduction in competition will ·'restrict access to
medical care, reduce the quality o f medical ca re, o r otherwise hann patients .. ' 18 Rather. in the
15

See, e.g. " Prepared Opening Remarks of Chairman Joseph J. Simons I Hearings on Competition and Consumer
Protection in Lhe 2 1st Century: Merger Retrospectives'·. April 12, 201 9. available at
l!.J.lh,__\\ \\ I\ .liC.f.!U\ , 1, 1..:m_!il_c~ Jocun~~ µublic olall:111J;ll!2._ I;_ 1_;~=--~ 111 <.: rf.!cr r..:1r~..:c111 t' ~- heal in,2_ '-lJ_)t'l)l l lL I•.
marl.,., d1airman.pdf " Remarks of Commissioner Rebecca Kelly Slaughter. as Prepared for Delivery. Antitrust
Health Care Providers, Policies to Promote Competition and Protect Patients. Center for American Progress. May
14, 201 9, ava ilable at: h!illh ~ I ~ 11 . Itc.gu~ .;,.:Jl.:111 Ii le:, J ~if ulllt'.!l!~J)_l!.lllic-21Jl~l'._IJ1..:11_!~ I: ~I[' -:l!__;, lau_gj1l<:: 1_ ·
J1uspi tal ; pc:cch 5- 1-~- l LJ.pdt,.
16 Plaintiff s Pretrial Brief, Uni1ed S1a1es v. A111hem, Inc. and Cigna Corp.. No. I6-cv- 1493 -ABJ. Doc. No. 325. at 6
(D.D.C. Nov. I0, 20 I 6) [hereinafter "Anthem/Cigna Pre-Trial Brier-] (The antitr ust laws ·also app ly to ab use of
market power on the buyer side.· (quoting Todd v. faxon Corp., 275 F.3d 19 1, 20 I (2d Cir. 200 I)): id. at 7 (arguing
a presumption of legality applies to ' buy-side· mergers that are likely to substantially reduce competition): id. at 10
(arguing that reductions in prices due to increased market power "are not procompetiti ve purchasing efficiencies:').
17See Draft Guidelines§ 5; see also Fed. Trade Comm ' n and United States Dep' t of Justice. Horizontal Merger
Guide lines§ I (20 l 0) ("Enhanced market power can also be mani fested in non-price terms and conditions that
adversely affect customers, including reduced product quality. reduced product variety. reduced service, or
diminished innovation.").
18 See Anthem/C igna Pre-Trial Bri ef at 8.
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horizonta l context, these anticompetitive effects are presumed to flow from a substantial
reduction in competition. 19
Anticompetitive vertical mergers in the healthcare industry can have dire conseque nces for
patients and the healthcare providers these patients de pend on. Vertical consolidation can harm
competition in a myriad of ways, including the mechanisms identified in the draft g uidelines:

•

Network.foreclosure and exclusionary steering. For example, a health insure r or PBM
that merges with a large retail pharmacy chain may have the incenti ve to exc lude
competing pharmacies from preferred networks or to provide financial incentives to
utilize the acquired pharmacies over the patients· pharmacy of choice. Having the
opportunity to be part of a plan 's preferred network can be critical , as nearly all Part D
plans include preferred networks that offer lower co-pays to beneficiaries. ft is impo1tant
to note, however, that in Medicare Part D plan sponsors/PBMs are not required to offer
small business pharmacies terms and conditions to participate in preferred networks.
This risk is particularly acute for pharmacies and other healthcare providers tha t care for
underserved patient populations.

•

Enhanced bargaining leverage and raising rivals' costs. To use the same example, e ven
if the merged company does not technicall y exclude competing pharmacies, it may have
the incentive and ability to demand unte nable reimbursement rates from competing
pharmacies in exchange for continued participation in pharmacy net\:vorks. Indepe nde nt
pharmacies have very little negotiating power when contracting with PBMs like CVS
Caremark, and routinely must agree to take-it-or-l eave-it contracts to be part of a PBM· s
pharmacy network.

•

Un.fair and anticompetitive conflicts o_f interest. Vertical integration of PBM s w ith
pharmacy chains and other companies in the p harmaceutical supply chain create conflicts
of interest ripe fo r anticompetitive conduct. Each of the three largest PB Ms own mail
order pharmacies and specialty pharmacies. These three PBMs also contract with all
other retai l pharmacies to form pharmacy networks that are direct competitors to the
PBM-owned pharmacies. PBMs regularly design plans, includ ing plans with preferred
networks, that require or incentivize patients to use the PBM-owned pharmacy opti on
over another retail pharmacy competitor. Moreover, when a PBM contracts with a retail
pharmacy, PB Ms have wide latitude in setting requirements for a pharmacy to be
included in a network: the PBM determines how much the pharmacy will be reimbursed.
which drugs will be covered, the day suppl y that the pharmacy can dispense. the patient
co-pay, and ma ny other factors.

•

Anticompetitive exploitation o_f competitively sensitive in.formation. Because the major
health insurers and PBMs have in formation o n the reimbursement rates paid to the
pharmacies they own and competing pharmacies and other providers included in their
networks, the ve1tical integration of competing providers creates the opportunity for thi s

19

See id. at 7-8 (arguing that, upon a showing of increased buy-side market power. the merger can be presumed
unlawful "even when the anti-competitive activity does not hann end-users.·· (quoting Telecor Comm e ·ns. Inc. v.
Sw. Bell Tel. Co, 305 F.3d I 124, 11 34 ( I 0th Cir. 2002)).
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confidential information to be explo ited to gain an unfair competiti ve advantage, which
cannot be fully addressed through firewalls or other purported safeguards.
According to a recent report commissioned by the Florida Pharmacy Associati on and American
Pharmacy Cooperative, f nc., pati ents are being steered to pharmacies owned by or affi liated with
the PBMs. 20 There is a self-serv ing incentive driving this behavior that has nothing to do with
patient healthcare or lowering cost. Those pharmacies are authorized to dispense so-called
specialty drugs, which are among the most expensive. In fact, the report shows that payments to
these affi liated pharmacies "far exceed" the cost to dispense the drugs and that pricing po licies
are set differently, often to the advantage of affi liated pharmacies. The report exposes " many
examples'· of " how MC Os and PB Ms appear to be using their control in managed care to
incrementally shift dollars to their affiliated companies.'· For example:
•

•

Average reimbursement for high margin generic drugs was $93.84 per claim versus $ 1.58
per claim on all other generics, disadvantaging those pharmacies not given access to the
high margin drugs by the PBMs. Prescriptions allowed by PBMs to be dispensed by non
affi liated retail pharmacies are being reimbursed between only $2-4 per medication.
Meanwhile, "specialty" medications being routed by PBMs to their affi liated or specialty
pharmacies are being reimbursed up to $200 per medication.
Five specialty pharmacies, all affiliated with an MCO or PBM, collected 28 percent of
the available "profit" paid to all providers, despite only dispensing 0.4 percent of a ll
managed care claims.

The experience of NCPA and its members confirms that vertical transactions that the agencies
have cleared have caused significant anticompetiti ve effects, in these and other ways. Continued
vertical healthcare consolidation could further impede competition and foreclose any meaningful
entry into the market, leading to fewer cho ices and higher healthcare costs. For example, it is not
uncommon for Medicare Part D ("Part D") sponsors and their PBMs to limit or deny access to
local independent pharmacies in their preferred networks. Instead, these networks are often
limited to a smaller number of select pharmacies and regularly exclude independent pharmacies
even when such pharmacies are wi lling to accept the terms and conditions of a Part D sponsor's
network. As a result, seni o rs' cho ice of pharmacy is limited and their access to quality care is
hindered, especially in underserved areas.
We commend the agencies for recognizing these and other potential sources of competitive harm
from vertical transactions. Where we believe the draft guidelines fall short. however. is in more
concrete po licy g uidance to translate these theoretical concepts into actionable and effecti ve
vertical merger enforcement. The agencies have considered these theories, at least on occasion.
in several recent merger investigations. 2 1 But in practice, the agencies have only rarely pursued
20

3t.XIS Advisor~, "Su11shi11e i11 the Black Box of Pharmacy benefit~ Manage111e11t: Florida Med icaid Phannacy
Claims Analysis. (Jan uary 30. 2020) ava ilable at
~
-;tati L· I .,quan:~racc .nJm static ~---'2t1d:'~cJ~C(11':'_8,·c2.;,l.2.,~~ ~ ~.:::,8-l1_;~1t_cJ'HJh2.: lda-c.:d I I '-8u--l8:''l 8t 1,;;: I
I \ la,t,·r · Lilli!l:J?,m1!Jua.!J.JlliJ.
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See, e.g . Statement of Chairman Joseph J. Simons, Commissioner Noah Joshua Phillips. and Comm issioner
Christine S. Wilson Concerning the Proposed Acqu isition of Essendant, Inc. by Staples. Inc. FTC File No. 18 1-0 I 80
at 2 (Jan. 28.2019), available at:
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these vertical merger principles to meaningfully investigate and, where appropriate, challenge
transactions that are likely to cause significant anticompetitive ha rm. G iven the anticompetitive
harm that has been caused from unchecked consolidation in the healthcare industry, we
respectfully submit that a more forceful overhaul of vertical merger enforce ment pol icy is
need ed.

The agencies should rigorously scru tinize claimed efficiencies from vertical mergers,
including whether any efficiencies will be passed on to consumers
As several antitrust scho lars have observed, one of the primary explana tions fo r the agencies· lax
a pproach to vertical mergers has been the assumption. based largely on neoclass ical economic
models, that vertical mergers generally yie ld significant procompetitive efficiencies.22 Althoug h
the draft guidelines state that the agencies w ill evaluate efficiency c laims using the approach
outlined in the Horizontal Merger Guidelines(§ 8), the draft guidelines devote an entire sectio n
to the theoretical benefit presumed to inure from vertical integration, elimination of so-called
double margination (§ 6). Without evidence that a proposed merger is likely to generate
significant cost savings or other benefits that will be passed on to consumers. the agencies should
not presume that theoretical or speculative efficiencies will offset an otherwi se anticompetitive
transaction. Importantly, economic theory and real-world experie nce show that the degree to
which any cost savings are actuall y passed on to consumers depe nds on the degree of
competition in the market.

lillp:,. 11111, . i"tu!1>1 s1, 1.:m lik, Juu1111c·111 , puhlic , l,IIL"ll1<.'11b _L -18~:: 8 18 1 t118U , tapk,. <.', ~cJldan1_111.t.llil_LL~,1_.1_1
c·m.:11t I -~8-19.pdf (considering vertical theories based on raising rivals cost and vertical forec losure and imposing a
firewall to limit anticompetiti ve exploitation of competiti vely sensitive information): Statement of Comm issioner
Roh it Chopra regarding same, avai lable at 3-4:
uup;,_;_ II II~ . !h:,.gQ_\__:,~:i_l<.' ILJ lil.t:!?_docu_1n.:J1b 1111 bJ 1, _ , ta_l_qll <:!_1_1_;, _I~ ~.i__:_8 JsiJ_u I~~J_:,lap ~ _0_<.'\ ,<: 1l ,la n1_111,u_u rn)_,l dl
,·1111: 111_ 1_-:/i.: 19.12.<J..! (questioning whether economic models sufficiently capture possible vertical harms): Trial 13rief
of the United States, United States v. AT&T, Inc., DirecTV Group Holdings LLC. and Time Warn er. Inc.. Doc. No.
I 7-cv-25 11 , at 3 (D.D.C. March 12.2018) (arguing that the combined entity would allow AT&T to increase its
rivals' costs, and that those higher costs would be passed on to consumers).(
22
Greaney, Supra note I 0, at 9 I9-920 ("Questioning the ·vertical, good' assum ption") (citation omitted): Steven C.
Salop, "Invigorating Vertical Merger Enforcement,'· 127 Yale L.J. 1962, 1962(20 18) (criticizing Ch icago School
and laissez-faire economic assumptions that have lead to insufficient scrutiny of vertical mergers); see also Letter of
Diana L. Moss, President, American Antitrust Institute, to Makan Delrahim , Assistant Attorney General, Antitrust
Division, United States Dep' t. of Justice, Regarding Competitive and Consumer Concerns Raised by the CVS-Aetna
Merger at 3 (Mar. 26, 20 I 8), available at: htl])~ 1111 , 1 J Lh __t_11; ,~,.g<.21 ;1tr p;_ig~ Ii k I I '~~-' I , l111111l~>,i,1(highlighting
"well fou nded concerns about the effectiveness of past conduct remedies in vertical mergers" and "growing
skepticism over whether vertical mergers deli ver the efficiencies claimed by their proponents.'").
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Conclusion

NCPA appreciate the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed guidelines concerning
vertical mergers. As an organizati on focused on community pharmacy, healthcare, and
responsible regulation, we believe it is critically important that the right regulatory framework be
developed as a result of this formal rule making process.
NCPA further welcomes the opportunity to share our thoughts, experiences, and insights that our
members and staff have cultivated on this topic at either the March 11 , 2020 workshop or the
March 18, 2020 workshop led by the U.S. DOJ and FTC.

~

B. Douglas I-Joey, RPh
Chi ef Executive Officer
Nati onal Community Pharmacists Association
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